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shaft shall complete its full movement in

' Be it known that I,’ GUs'rAF DAVID SUND

one direction before the crank makes its re

STRAND, a citizen of the United States, re

turn stroke, and the means for locking the

keyboard while the actuating crank is being
bago and State of Illinois, have invented moved. Fig. 13, is a fragmental sectional 00,
certain new and useful Improvements In view of the ‘adding “and printing mecha
siding at Rockford, in the county of VVmne

Adding and Listing Machines, of which the nisms. Fig. 14 illustrates the means for com
trolling the movement of the adding pinions
following is a speci?cation.
‘ This invention relates to machines for ' into and out of mesh with the racks.

Fig.

10 adding together a plurality of items and for 14“ is a rear view of a portion of the print
' printing the items and the total upon a sheet ing mechanism. Fig. 15 is a fragmental"
or strip of paper.

.

.

view ‘illustrating the parts in the act of

The invention is herein shown as embod printing a. total. Fig. 16 shows the parts as
being ready. to ‘add an item, the rack being .
ied in a machine of the ten-key type.‘
Among the objects of the inventlon are I about to begin its upward movement. Fig.
15

to provide improved means for setting the 17 represents the parts in the position as;

stops that determine the extent of. move

ment of the racks or actuating members; to

sumed after carrying has been effected and
before the carrying mechanism has been re

stored to its normal position. Fig. 18 shows
numerical order to the next higher order; certain parts in the positions assumed just
to provide improved means for reciprocat before the pinions are thrown into mesh to
ing the racks or actuators; to provide means add an item. Fig. 19 illustrates the parts
for-_;controlling the speed of operation of in the positions assumed as the handle or ac
'~ the-“adding and printing mechanisms; to tuating crank is completing its forward
stroke in the taking of a ?nal total. Fig. 20
25 produce means in a ten~key machine for au
tomatically obtaining a subtotal; and to shows the positions assumed as-the handle is
improve the means for'e?'ecting the printing about to commence its return stroke. Fig. 21
illustrates the means for restoring the stops
of items and totals in contrasting colors.
.- In'the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 to normal position, together with the error:
improve. the means for carrying from one -

20

correcting means and the repeat means.
Fig. 22 is a fr'agmental plan view of the
stops and stop-setting devices. Fig. 23 is a
‘showing a sight opening and indicator. Fig. rear elevation of the stops and related de-.
3'is a view taken in the plane of dotted line vices. Fig. 245 is a longitudinal sectional
3-3 of. Fig. 5, and showing parts of the view. of one of the stops. Fig. 25 is a section
machine in side elevation, the inclosing cas on line 25——25 of Fig. .24. Fig. 26' is a sec

a longitudinal, vertical sectional view of
a machine embodying the features of my in
‘vention. Fig. 2 is a fragmental front view,

)

85

90

tional view of ‘one of the printing bars.
Fig. 27 is a section on line 27—27 of Fig. 26.
ing omitted, the view being taken ‘from the Fig. 28 is a plan view of a certain swinging 95
side opposite to that shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 7 bracket and a slide that moves with said

ing and the roll-holding bracket being omit

ted. Fig. 4 is a side elevation, with the cas

5 is a top plan view, the casing being omit

bracket. Fig. 29 is a detail view of the sig

ted.- Fig. 6 is a horizontal section taken in
the plane of dotted line 6 of Fig.1. Fig. 7 .

nal printing mechanism.

is a transverse vertical section taken on the
45

'

I

»

The sheet or tape on which the items and
totals are to be printed may be supported

00

plane of dotted line 7 of Figs. 1 and 3. Fig. in any ordinary or suitable way. Herein, I
7a is a fragmented sectional view of the rib
bon-driving means. Figs. 8, 9 and 10 illus
trate the ribbon-feed reversing mechanism.
Fig. 10" is a detail View of a part comprised

in the reversing mechanism. Fig. 10b illus

have shown a roll a of paper supported upon

a carriage 1 which may, if desired, be
mounted upon the framework of the ma

chine in the usual wayfor sliding movement

in'order that a plurality of columns may be 105

trates the connection between the ribbon printed upon a sheet. Rotatably positioned
spool and its driving means. Figs. 11 and 12 on the carriage l is a cylindrical platen 2.
represent the yieldable connection between ' The printing is effected by means of ver~ .
the actuating crank or handle and the main tically reciprocatory bars 3, one such bar ,

rock shaft, the means for insuring that said -~-being provided for each numerical order.

110*

‘n_-.

' “Q

-

_

-
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The machine herein illustrated is adapted to ward stroke, means to be later described re- _
register and print up to 999,999,999, hence turns the handle to its normal positign
nine bars 3 are‘employed. Said bars are ar ‘(shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3). T e
ranged side by side, and each is guided by a means for moving down those \bars 3 which
grooved roller 4 rotatably mounted on a rod werev raised in the forward stroke of the 70

5 ?xed in the framework, said'roller being handle comprises arms 35 pivotally mounted
located in a vertical slot 6 in the bar. Each

bar is also guided by a link 7 pivoted at one
end to the lower end of the bar and at its
10 other end to a ?xed rod 8.
' Each'bar 3 is provided at its upper end,

on theshaft 12, there being one such arm for
each bar 3. Rigid with each arm 35 are two

lugs35“ and 35" adapted to bear against the
adjacent arms 10 and 13, respectively. 'A
spring 35° tends to hold the lug 35b and the

75

ciated with the bars 3 that were raised in
the forward stroke of the handle. When the

80

with ten type-carrying plungers 9 adapted arm 13 in contact with each other. During
to print from naught to nine, respectively. the back stroke of the handle, the rod 22 is
The top plunger is adapted to print “0,” the moved against the arms 35 which are asso

:15 next to the top “1”, and so on. As shown in

Fig. 26, between every two adjacent-‘plun

i2o

gers is placed a spring 9“ which acts through rod 22 moves said arms 35 rearwardly, the
a member 91’ to restore the plungers to nor spring 35° or the lug 35‘ restores the bars 3
mal position after each actuation.
to their initial (lower) position.
.
The means forvertically moving each bar
The means for returning the handle to its

85

3 into and’out of printing position comprises normal or initial position consists of a
an arm 10 carrying a roller that lies in a

spring 36 (Figs. 5 and 11) which is con- . ’

notch 11 in the bar. The arm 10' is loosely nected at one end to the bracket 29 and con
mounted-on a ?xed shaft 12. Rigid with the ' nected at its other end for convenience to a
arm 10 is an arm 13 which is yieldingly con link or bar 37 pivoted on one end of the 90

nected through a coiled spring 14 to a rod shaft, said link bearing against the end of
15. The latter is carried by two side mem the rod 22. Comparison of Figs. 11 and 12

no

bers 16 (Figs. 3 and 6) which' are guided for will show that the spring 36 is stretched
approximately vertical movement by roller during the forward stroke of the handle.
studs 17, said studs being mounted in the
Forward movement of the handle is
framework and lying in elongated openings limited by contact of the portion 38 (Fig.
18 in the side members 16.- Pivoted to the 12) with a stop surface 39 (Fig. 5) on the
upper ends of the side members 16 are arms base 40. Rearward movement of the handle
19 (Figs. 3 and 4) which are pivotally is limited by engagement of the crank arms
mountedmn’ the shaft 12. Rigid with the 24 and 25 with buffers 41 (Figs. 4 and 12).
arms 19 are two arms 20 and 21 which carry
‘The means for limiting theextent to which
a rod .22. The end portions of the rod 22 the bars 3 may rise, and thus to determine
are connected through two links 23 (Figs. which numerals shall be brought to the
4, 6 and 11) to two crank arms 24 and 25 printing position, comprises a group of
?xed on the main rock shaft 26. The shaft stops 42 (Figs. 1, 13, 23, 24 and 25), each

[45

26 is arranged to be rocked by means of a stop being horizontally slidable, in a for
handle or crank 27, mounted on said shaft. ward and back direction, in a stationary
In order that the handle may yield slightly guide‘ frame 43. There is one vertical row
in case of some casual resistance to the move or tier of nine stops for each numerical
ment of the mechanism, the handle is con order. A spring detent 44 (Fig. 24) carried

[so

nected to the shaft in the manner to be now by ‘each stop yieldingly holds the stop in
described.
\
either of its two positions. When moved
The handle 27 is rigid with a sleeve 28 rearwardly from the position shown in Figs.
(Fig. 6) which‘ in turn is rigid with a 1 and 24, the stops are in the path of move
bracket 29. 'In the bracket 29 is a notch 30 ment of devices carried by the bars 3, and
within which lies a pin 31 ?xed in the crank thereby limit the upward movement of said
arm 24. A spring or springs 32 stretched bars. These devices consist of arms 45
between the pin 31 and a pin 33 ?xed in'the pivoted to the lower portions of the bars 3,

bracket 29 normally hold the pin 31 against and pins 46 having openings through which
the end wall 34 (Fig. 11) of the notch 30.
the arms 45 extend. The pins 46 are guided
‘When the operator pulls the handle for for vertical movement in {a slide 47 which is

95

100

105

11(

115

120

ward, the springs 32 cause the crank arms 24 mounted on a stationary guide rod 48 ex

and 25 to swing upwardly, thereby draw tending transversely of the machine. The
ing
the rod 22 forward, and moving the side guide rod 48 is so positioned with respect to
'so members
16 and the rod 15 downward. The the guide frame 43 that the slide 47 is mov

65

125

movement of the rod 15 is yieldingly trans able to carry the pins 46 from their normal
mitted through the springs 14 and the arms or initial position at the left-hand side of
13 and 10 to such of the bars 3 as are at the group of stops 42 into vertical alinement
liberty to rise. When the operator releases with the tiers" of stops. To permit of such

the handle upon the completion of the for

movement, the arms 45 are pivoted, as be

.130

‘AWL-—v_k1l
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8

fore stated, to the bars 3, and extend slidably thus is moved whenever one of the keys 49

through the openings in the lower ends of is depressed. A spring 61 connected to the
the pins 46.

.

‘

top lever 56 serves to restore all of the levers

.

Referring to Fig. 23; the bars 3 are nor

mally in position to print ciphers. When a

10

bar 3 is raised until its pin 46 stops against
a projected stop 42 in the second horizontal
row from the bottom, said bar is in position
to print the numeral “1.” The stops 42 in
the third rowfrom the bottom are arranged

20

'

‘

A bracket 62 (Figs. 5 and 28) is pivoted

70

on the center indicated at 63 in Fig. 5, and

carriesa guide 64 (Fig. 1) in which are
slidably supported the. rear ends of ten push
pins 65. The forward end of each push-pin
to cause the printing of the numeral “ 2”; 65 is pivoted to one of the levers 56. The
and so on. When the end of an arm 45 stops

15

56 and the bars 58 after depression of the
keys.

push-pins 65 are arranged in a vertical row

against the lower side of the slide 47, the or tier, and all except the uppermost push
bar 3 associated with'said arm is\in position pin is adapted to push the stops 42 out of
to print the numeral “ 9.” With the parts the position shown in Fig. 1 and into the
arranged as shown in Fig. 23, the amount path of the upward movements of the
“ 5319” will be printed. Those bars 3 which

pins 46. .

are not needed in printing the items “ 5319 ”

The bracket 62 is caused to move in uni
son with the slide 47 ‘by means of a pin 66

86

‘

(namely, those bars which are associated
with the ?ve pins 46 which are farthest to ?xed ‘to the bracket and lying within the bi
the right in Fig. 23) are prevented from furcation of a lug 67 on the slide. As the

85

rising when the handle is pulled forward, operator sets up an item on the keyboard,
by a detent plate 48a guided to move in a

the slide 47 and the bracket.62 are moved

horizontal plane, said plate being connected (by means to be presently described), said
25

30

through a bar 48b (Fig. 6) to a rigid frame slide and bracket moving from one vertical
48°. The frame 480 is mounted to swing on row of stops 42 to the next adjacent row,
the axis of the rod 5 (Fig. 14), and is nor as each number key is depressed-and re
mally impelled forward by springs 48‘‘. stored. The purpose in thus moving the
When the slide 47 is in the initial position pins 46 and the push pins 65 is to permit of
(see Fig. 6), the detent plate 48a is out of setting up the item in the regular or direct
the vertical plane of the pins 46. As soon order, (2'. 6., the numeral of the highest or
as the slide moves one step to the right, a

90

95

der ?rst, the next highest next, etc.) instead

of in reversed order. This will be under
stood when it is remembered that ‘the bar 3
35 the plate 48a back far enough to overlie all which is farthest to the left corresponds to
of the pins 46 except the one farthest to ‘the the highest numerical order which the ma
chine is capable of printing; so likewise the
right.
.
The means for projecting the stops 42 into ‘vertical tier of stops 42 which is farthest to
roller stud 47a on the slide crowds back the
bar 489 of the frame 480 and thereby draws

the path of the pins 46 comprises a plurality the left, corresponds to the highest order in

' 4Q. of keys 49 which are numbered from “ 0”
to “9” as shown in Fig. 5. The stems 50
of the keys are mounted for vertical move
ment in a guide frame 51 located on the for
45

50

ward end of the base 40. For each key stem
there is provided a coiled spring 52 adapted
to restore the key to its normal position after
a depression thereof, the upward movement

105

The series of push pins normally stands
in frontof the vertical tier of stops which is
farthest to the left, and is moved to sue
cessive tiers of stops as the setting up of
the item progresses. The series of pins 46

10

is moved from left to right, step by step,—
one step for each numerical order‘in the

of the key being limited by a stop ‘pin 53 item being set up—thereby bringing the
which stops against a portion of the frame necessary number of pins 46 into vertical
51. On each stem 50 is an inclined or wedge alinement with the stops that have been set
'
shape lug 54. The lugs 54 on the three key by the push pins 65.
stems which are farthest to the rear lie in
contact with lugs 55 on the three horizontal

55

the item to be set up.

100

115

The slide 48 and the bracket 62 are moved

to the right by a coiled spring 68 (Fig. 5).

levers 56 which are pivoted upon a post 57, The spring is controlled by an escapement

each key being arranged to swing one of consisting of the uppermost push pins 65, a

20

said levers. The lugs 54 on the remaining tooth 64‘1 formed on the upper end of the
six key stems lie in contact with lugs 55 on guide 64, and a curved ratchet bar 69 piv
six horizontally reciprocable bars 58. The oted to the framework at 70, the bar 69 be
bars 58 are reciprocable forward and back ing yieldingly held against the pin 65 or
60 in the guide frame 51, and are pivoted at tooth 64Ft by a spring 71. The top lever 56 25
their rear ends to six levers 56 pivoted on .being connected to the universal rod 59, the

the post 57. A universal rod 59 is attached
at its ends to the top lever 56 and to a lever
65

60 pivotally mounted on the post 57 .

top push pin 65 will be moved whenever
any of the keys 49 are depressed. When

The ‘the push pin 65 pushes a tooth of the ratchet

rod 59 extends adjacent to the levers 56 and bar 69 clear of the tooth 64“, the spring 68

4

_

1,198,487

pulls the bracket 62 to the right until the to restore the slide 47 and the carriage’ 62
push pin stops against the said tooth of‘ they to the position ‘occupied just before the error ,
ratchet bar. When the push pin is with occurred, thus restoring the improperly set
drawn ‘from said ratchet-bar tooth, the stop. A spring similar to the springs 52
spring .68 ulls the bracket 62 farther to the (Fig. 1) normally holds the stem-.87 of the 70
right .unti the tooth 64‘ stops against ‘the error key 86 elevated. On the stem_87 is
next tooth of the ratchet bar.

‘

The slide 48 and b1 .zcket 62 are moved to

pivoted a pawl 88 adapted to, engage teeth

89 in the upper, edge of the bar 72. A

the left, into the initial position, by means spring 90 ten s to hold the ‘plawl in the po
hen the error 75
10 comprising a slide barf72 (Figs. 6 and 21) sition shown in Fig. 21.
which has a pin~and-slot connection with key 86vis depressed, the pawl 88 engages the
the arm 62" (Fig. 28) of the bracket 62. bar 72 and moves it forward far enough to
On the forward end of the bar 72 is a roller restore the slide 47 and carriage through the
stud 73. A bar 74 is ided between ins distance of one step on the escapement. To
15 75 for movement alongside the bar 72. _ he prevent the -bar 72 ‘from moving through

20

rear end of the bar 74 is pivoted to one arm momentum when the error key is depressed,
of a bell crank 76. A spring 77, tends to there is provided on the pawl 88 a tooth 91
move the bar 74 rearwardly into the osi-' adapted to come into engagement with one
tion shown in Fig. 21, the action‘ 0 the of the teeth 92 on the bar 72 when the bar
spring being limited by the stop pin 78. has moved forward sufficiently far under the
The bar 74 is moved forwardly by the arm action of the pawl 88.
25 which engages an arm of the bell crank

The means for driving the type-carrying

76. In the forward movement of the bar 74 plungers 9into contact with the inking rib
said bar pushes against the roller stud 73 bon comprises a series of hammers-100, one
25 and thus restores the slide 47 and the bracket for each bar 3, and a series of devices 101

62 to initial position. As the bar‘ 74 ap
proaches the forward limit of its movement,
the inclined surface 79 strikes a ?xed pin,
80, whereby the bar 74 is caused to descend
until the bar is clear of the roller stud 73.

As soon as the bar is clear of the roller stud,
the spring 68 moves the tooth 64l against
the ?rst tooth of the ratchet bar 69.
In the movement of thebracket 62 and
85

(hereinafter termed bumpers) for trans
mitting the blows of the hammers to the

type-carrying plungers. All of the ham
mers are actuated whenever the handle is
, drawn forward. The bumpers are normally 95

in such position as to be out of the range of
the hammers.

When an amount is to be

printed, the bumpers corresponding to the
bars '3 which are to do the printing are

the slide 47 to the initial position, the stops moved into the range of the respective ham
42 that had been set are pushed forward to

100

mers.

the initial position by a bar 81 (Figs. 6 and
The bumpers 101 are ‘aided in a slotted
23) ?xed to. the slide 47, said bar having an guide plate 102, and eac is pivoted to an
inclined face that forces the stops into ini arm 103 which is loosely mounted on a pivot

'40 tial position. As soon as the bar 74 de

rod 104. Each bar 3 has a notch 105 in its 101

scends so as to clear the roller 73, the spring forward edge for the reception of the free
68 moves the tooth 64" against the ?rst tooth end of the adjacent arm 103. When the bar
of the ratchet bar and thus moves the bar 3 is down (as in Fig. 1), the free end ‘of the
81 far enough to the right so that stops in arm 103 lies in the notch 105, and the bumper
is below the path of oscillation of the head 110
45 the ?rst vertical tier can be set.
When the bar 74 and the pin 80 are in 100a of the hammer. ' 'When, however, the

engagement, the pin holds the bar down. bar 3 is raised, the lower end wall of the
At other. times, upward movement of the notch 105 cams the arm 103 up into the po
bar is limited by a roller stud 82 (Fig. 21) sition shown in Fig. 13, thereby raising the

50 mounted on the stem 83 of the repeat key 84.

55

bumper so that the head 101“ is in the path

118

A spring 85 normally holds the key ele of the hammer head 100‘, and sothat the
vated; when depressed and slightly tilted point 100b is in proper position to strike a
backward, the shoulder 83" engages under plunger 9. A wire spring 106 lying behind
the top wall of the guide frame 51 and holds the bumpers 101 restores the bumpers after
the key (and hence the bar 74) down. each blow of the hammers.
130
When the bar is so held down, it will not on

As hereinbefore stated, the bars 3 are
its forward movement, engage the roller initially in position to print ciphers, and
stud 73, and therefore the slide 47 and the consequently when a cipher is to be printed
carriage 62 will not be restored, and the set there is no upward movement which may
stops will not. be restored by the bar 81. be utilized in raising the bumper. Other
The last item may therefore be again means is therefore provided for raising the
printed.
'
bumpers which are to print ci hers. This
In case the operator, when setting up an means consists of a lug 107 ( ig. 14‘) on
item, should strike a wrong number key, he each arm 103 arranged to-underlie the arm
may correct the error by operating a key 68 ' 103 which is next to the right. When any 180

' 1,198,487

B

on that arm bars 3, the extent of rotation of the pinions
right if said depending, of course, upon the extent of
'
Gravity re~ movement of said bars.
The frame ‘127 is swung to carry the pin
their initial
ions into and out of mesh with the racks 129 70
(lower) position after each operation.

arm 103 is raised, the lug 107
raises the arm 103 next to the
arm is not raised by its bar 3.
stores the bumpers 101 to

The hammers 100 are pivoted on a rod by means of a lever 130 (Fig. 3) pivoted
1.08, and are actuated by individual springs to the framework of the machine at‘ 131.

109. The means for drawing the hammers In the lever 130 is a cam slot 132 in which
forward to place the springs 109 under in lies an antifriction roller 134 on the end of

iio creased tenslon, and for releasing the ham

the adding-pinion shaft 126. On the free 75

mers, comprises two arms 110 (Figs. 1—3—4 end of the lever 130 is a roller stud that lies
and 5) pivoted on the rod 108. A rod 111 in a cam slot 135 (Fig. 14) in a. lever 136.
is pivotally mounted in the arms 110. Fixed The lever 136 is pivotally mounted on the
to the rod 111 are two levers 112 which are rock shaft 26, and has an arm 137 which is
15 rigidly connected together by cross-rods arranged to be engaged by a pin ‘138 on the 80

113—-114 (Fig. 13). The cross-rod 113 is arm 24. A spring‘139 tends to move the
adapted to engage hooks 115 on the hammers lever 136 in the direction to move the pin
100. A spring 116 tends to hold the rod ions out of mesh with the racks. When the

l20

113 in engagement with said hooks. When operator begins to pull the handle 27 for
the arms 110 rise from the position shown ward, the pin 138 leaves the arm 137, and 85
in Fig. 13, the rod 113 passes into engage atlfeirebyfallows the spring 139 to throw the

ment with the hooks 115 (see Fig. 1). On‘ pinions out‘of mesh with the racks. When

.the next downward swing of the arms 110, the handle begins to return to normal posi
the rod 113 will cause the hammers 100 to tion, the pinions must be placed in mesh
25

swing forward against the tension of the with the racks, which result is effected by

90

springs 109 until the lower ends of the levers the following described means: On the lever
112 strike the stationary bar 117, whereupon 136 is pivoted a hook 140 which is acted
~ the continuing movement of the arms 110 upon by a spring 141. Said hook is adapted
causes the rod 113 to leave the hooks 115; to yield to allow a stud 142 on the crank
the springs 109 then impel the hammers arm 24 to pass on the front stroke of the

against any bumpers 101 that may have been handle, said hook springing into engage
raised. The arms 110 are oscillated by
means of links 118 which extend between
said arms and arms 119, the latter being
35 rigidly connected to the arms 20.

ment with the stud as the handle completes
its forward stroke. On the back stroke of
the handle, the hook 140 causes the lever 136
to move with the crank arm 24, thus throw 100

When it is not desired to print an amount, ing the pinions into mesh. At the proper
the printing mechanism may be disabled by point in the back stroke of the crank arm 24,
means comprising a non-print key ‘.120. To the lever 136 is released therefrom through

the stem of this key is ?xed an arm 121 the rising of the hook 140 due to contact of
40 which is connected through a rod 122 to an the ?nger 143 of said hook with a spacing 105
arm 123 pivoted on the rod 108.’ The 'arm sleeve 144 on a fixed pivot rod 145. When

45

150

123 overlies the rod 113. When the key 120 the hook 140 is thus disengaged from‘ the
is depressed, the arm 123 causes the rigid ‘stud 142, the lever 136 is prevented from
frame formed of the parts 112, 113, 114, to swinging forward under the in?uence of the
turn on the axis 11 (as shown ‘in dotted spring‘ 139 by a latch 146 pivoted at 147, 110
lines in Fig. 1), so that when the arms 110 said latch having a locking shoulder 148.
swing downward the rod 113 will fail to A spring 149 tends to hold the latch 146
engage the hooks 115 and hence the ham‘ against a pin 150 on the arm 137. On the
mers will not be drawn forward or “set”.

latch 146 is a ?nger 151 adapted to be en

The key 120 is held depressed at will by the
engagement of the locking shoulder 120a
with the top plate of the frame 51.
The adding mechanism comprises a series

gaged by the pin 138 on the crank arm 24. 115
In the back stroke of the crank arm 24, the

pin 150 passes under the locking shoulder
148 just before the hook 140 is disengaged

of adding pinions 125 rotatably mounted from the arm 24. As the arm 24 ?nishes its
55 upon a shaft 126 which is carried by a frame

back stroke, the pin 138 thereon engages the

are adapted to mesh with rack teeth 129
formed in the bars 3. When an item is to

serving to hold the arm 137 down.
It will be seen that when addition is to

120 .

127 pivoted at 128 (Fig. 15). The'pinions ?nger 151 and pushes the latch out of en
125 (of which there is one for each bar 3) gagement with the pin 150, the pin 138 then

added, the frame 127 is swung forward
.. tobe disengage
the pinions 125 from the racks

occur, the spring 139 throws the pinions out

125

of mesh with the racks before the latter be

129 before the bars 3 are raised, and said gin their upward movement, and that the

frame is swung rearwardly just before the pin 138, acting through the hook 140, throws
bars 3 are' moved downwardly. Addition the pinions into mesh with the racks just
65 therefore occurs in the down-stroke of the

before the racks commence to move down.

130
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It sometimes is desirable to print an item of the next lower order. (In this embodi
without adding it to the amount already ment of the invention, two lugs 164 are pro
accun'iulated. This maybe accomplished by vided because each pinion has twenty teeth).
means acting to disable the hook 140 so that When the amount accumulated on a pinion
the pinions shall not be thrown into mesh - reaches 9, continued rotation of the pinion 70
with the racks at the beginning of the down as the rack descends brings one of the lugs
ward stroke. Said means include a non-add 164 against the ends of the dog 160, thereby

key 152, the stein 153 of which has a pin 154

10

depressing the dog until the tooth 161 is
arranged to bear against the forward end below the front edge of the plate 162, where
of a lever 155, said lever being pivotally upon the spring 163 pulls the dog and the 75
supported on the pivot rod 145. The rear slide 159 rearwardly until the lug 158 stops
end of the lever 155 extends below a pin 156 against the plate 162. The lug 158 is then
on the hook 140. The non-add key may be

15

out of the path of the rack of the next

locked in its depressed position by placing higher order, and the latter therefore moves
the locking shoulder 153n (Fig. 3) under the down under the influence of the spring 35°

top plate of the guide frame 51. When the to the extent permitted by the roller 4.
operator depresses the non-add key 152, the
After each carrying operation, the‘ slide

rear end of the lever 155 lifts the hook 140
and holds it elevated, so that when the crank
20 arm 24 makes its return stroke the pin 142
does not engage the hook 140. The pinions,

80

159 isrestored to its normal (forward) po
sition by a. universal rod 165 which is sup~
ported by two arms 166 that are pivotally 85
mounted on the shaft 12. Connected to the

therefore, stay out of mesh with the racks rod 165 are two bars 167 having notched

until the pin 138, by pressing against the

upper ends that rest upon a rod 168 car

arm 137, moves the pinions into mesh with

25

ried by the side members 16. The rod 168
the racks, the latter by that time having is yieldingly held in sockets in said side 90

reached their normal (lower) position.

Referring now to the means for carrying
from one numerical order to the next higher
30

order: It has been explained that the bars 3
are moved to their normal (lower) position

members by springs 169 (Figs. 3 and 5).
Springs 170 hold the bars 167 against the
rod 168 and tend to draw the rod 165 rear

wardly.

In the downward movement of the side 95

by the rod 22 acting through the arms 35, members 16 (and therefore in the upward
the springs 35c and the arms 13 and 10. movement of the bars 3), the rod 168 pushes
/The extent of the‘ downward movement of against the notched ends of the bars 167
the bars 3 is limited (except in the carrying and thus moves the universal rod 165
35 operation) by contact of the shoulders 157 against the slides 159, thereby restoring any 100
(Fig. 16) on the bars 3 with stop lugs 158. slides that may have been concerned in a
When an amount is to be carried from one

previous carrying operation. At about the

_ order to the next higher order, the stop lug moment when the slide or slides 159 are
158' for the bar 3 belonging to such higher restored. lugs 171 (Fig. 13) on the bars
40 order is withdrawn, thereby allowing that 167 are in contact with stop pins 172. Con
105
bar to descend under the action of gravity tinued downward movement of the bars 167
and the spring 35c until the upper portion being then impossible, the continuing down
of the bar stops against the roller 4. The ward movement of the side members 16
extent of such descent is just sufficient to causes the rod 168 to yield laterally su?i—
45 turn the adding pinion for that bar through ciently to pass below the notched ends of
110
the distance of one tooth. Each stop lug the bars 167, whereupon the springs 170
158 is formed on a slide 159 which is guided pull the universal rod'165 rearwardly away
for horizontal reciprocation. To each slide from‘ the slides 159. The action‘ of the

50

is pivoted a dog 160 having a tooth 161
adapted to lie in front of a stationary look

sm)'ings 170 is limited by stop pins 173 (Fig.
15

.

ing plate 162. A spring 163 tends to hold

55

60

spring 163 pulls the dog and the slide back thrown into mesh; and the racks descend,

125

a lug 164 against a dog 160 and disengaging
said dog from the front edge of the plate
162. Upon disengagement of the dog, the
cally opposite lugs 164 ?xed to the pinion slide 159 moves rearwardly, withdrawing

130

so that the stop lug 158 is out of the path of
movement of the bar 3.
The means for disengaging the tooth 161
from the plate 162 consists of two diametri
65

115

Summarizing the description of the car
the tooth 161 in engagement with the plate ' rying operation it may be stated that the
162 and also tends to pull the dog 160 and steps are as follows: The pinions are thrown
the slide 159 rearwardly. When the tooth out of mesh; the racks rise; the operated
161 is in engagement with the front edge slide or slides 159 are restored (moved for 120
of the plate 162, the stop lug 158 is in posi-. ward) and the restoring rod 165 is with
tion to limit the downward movement of the drawn rearwardly while the racks are ris
adjacent bar 3. When the‘ tooth 161 is dis ing; after the racks have risen and before
engaged from the edge of the plate, the they _ begin, to descend, the pinions are

revolving the pinions and perhaps bringing

1,198,487

the stop lug 158 for the-rack of next higher ?nal total is to be printed and the machine
order, whereupon said. rack descends an cleared, the operator depresses the total
additional amount su?icient to revolve its key ' 177, thereby placing the lever 180
_ against a stud 185 on ,the latch 174, as
pinion through the distance of one tooth.

shown in Fig. 19, and placing the stud 184
in
the path of the pin 138. The operator
printed, the pinions .are retained in mesh
with the racks during the upward move then pulls the handle 27 forward, thereby
ment of the bars 3, and the extent of the swinging the crank arm24 up, the pin 138
upward movement of said bars is deter striking the stud 184 and pushing the lever
mined by contact of the lugs 164‘ with the 180 forward until the shoulder 183 has
underside of the forward ends of the dogs passed the stud 185 (as in Fig. 20).
When a subtotal or a ?nal total is to be

10

160. To retain the pinions in mesh with the

15

.26

25

80

upon immediately throws the pinions out of

mesh with the racks, whereupon the racks,

A spring 175 tends to hold the latch 174 in under the action of the springs 14, ?y up to
operative position and against a pin 176 the top limit of their movement. In the
on the swinging frame 48°. When no item continuation of the back stroke of the han
is set up on the key board (as is the case dle, the racks are drawn down to normal po
when the total is to be printed), the swing sition by the rod 22 in the manner before ex

ing frame 480 is in its forward position, plained.
I have just explained how the pinions are
and the latch 174 is therefore in position to
thrown out of mesh with the racks at the be
hold the‘ pinions in mesh with the racks.

It may be here stated that when any
pinion stands at zero, one of the lugs 164
on said pinion lies directly beneath one of
30 the dogs 160. Thus when a total is to be
printed, those racks which mesh with the

75

As soon as the crank arm starts on its back

racks when the handle 27 is pulled forward, stroke,lthe spring 182 slides the lever 180
I provide a latch 174 (Fig. 14) pivoted at rearwardly, bringing the shoulder 183
147, the lower end of said latch being adapt against the stud 185, and swinging the latch
ed to overlie the pin 150 and thus hold down 174 off the pin 150. The spring 139 there
the arm 137 when the handle 27 and the
crank. arm 24 make their forward stroke.

70

85

90

ginning of the back stroke of the crank arm
24, when a ?nal total is to be taken. The

pinions are prevented from being thrown
into mesh, through the action of the roller
stud 142, by means acting to hold the hook

95

pinions standing at zero cannot rise, the 140 out of the range of said stud. Said

85

remaining racks rising until the rotation of means comprises a pin 1808 on the lever 180,
their pinions brings the lugs 164 thereon into which pin overlies the lever 155. When
contact with the respective dogs 160. The therefore the total key is depressed, the
bars 3 are then in position to print the total
amount accumulated on the pinions.

100

lever 155 is also actuated to hold the hook

140 in inoperative position.

In taking a ?nal total, the total key should
chine after printing a total, the pinions are be depressed before the handle 27 is oper
ated. To prevent depression of the total 105
40 allowed to remain in mesh with the racks
key
after the handle has beenv pulled for
during the downward movement thereof,
and therefore during the downward move ward to a material extent, there is provided
ment of the racks the several pinions are a latch 186 (Fig. 3) pivoted at 131 and hav
rotated to the positions they occupied just ing a pin 187 adapted to lie in a notch 188
before the taking of the total. When, how in the rear end of the lever 180. A spring 110
ever, the operator wishes to clear the ma 189 tends to hold the latch in operative posi
chine‘, the pinions.are withdrawn from the tion. Rigid with the latch is a ,?nger 190
racks before the latter descend, thus leav arranged to be engaged by the rod 22 to hold
ing all of the pinions standing at zero. This the latch out of operation when the rod 22
is accomplished by withdrawing the latch and the handle 27 are in their normal posi 115
174 from the pin 150 just before the racks tions. When the handle 27 begins to. move
descend. Said latch is withdrawn by means forward, the latch 186 moves into engage
comprising a total key 177 (Fig. 3), the ment with the notch 188 and locks the lever
stem 178 of which has a stud 179' that over 180 against actuation. If the lever 180 is
lies the forward end of a lever 180. The actuated before the handle 27 is pulled for 120
lever 180 has an elongated opening 181 ward, theylatch 186 moves into engagement
When it is not desired to clear the ma

through which the pivot- rod 145 extends. with a notch 191 in the lever 180 andlocks

the lever in operated position, so that the op
A erator need not continue to hold the total key

It will be seen that the lever 180 is mov

able longitudinally to a ‘slight extent.

spring 182 tends to slide the lever 180 rear

depressed.

.

To prevent the mechanism from being op
wardly. On the rear portion of the lever
is a shoulder 183 (Fig. 19). A stud 184 is erated to take a total so long as there is an
located on the lever 180 in position to be item which has been set up but not aded, I
engaged by the pin 138 on the crank arm 24 provide a notch 192 (Fig. 14), in the level‘

125

when the total key is depressed. When a 180, which notch is adapted to receive the me

'
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stud 176 on the swinging frame 48°. It will in blue and totals in red. For this pur ose,

be remembered that said frame is in its for

the ribbon 198 (Fig. 10) may consist 0 two

ward position at the commencement of the longitudinal ?elds or color bands, the lower

operation of setting up an item, and that as bein red and the upper blue. That portion

5 soon as a number key is depressed, the roller

of t?e ribbon which is directly behind the

47' causes the frame to swing back. When bars 3 is supported and guided in a rigid 70
the frame is in its forward position, the stud frame comprising two side members 199
176 is out of the notch 192, but when.the (Fi . 13), said frame being guided for ver
frame swings back, the stud 176 passes into tica movement by' guides 200 and 201 which
10 the notch 192 and locks thetotal lever 180 coact with slotted portions of the side mem- 75
against actuation.
_
_
bers. 202 are two bell crank levers pivoted'
While a dog 160 is in the position lndi at 203. One arm of each lever 202 is con
cated in Fig. 17, its forward end is not in‘ nected to one of the side members 199 by a
position to serve as a stop for a lug 164 in screw 204 extending throu h an elongated
15 the taking of a total. It is therefore desir opening 205 in said arm. gprings 206 tend
able to prevent the taking of a total while to raise the ribbon-carrying frame with ref
any of the dogs 160 are out of their normal erence to the bell crank levers 202. The

position. This is accomplished by means other arms of the bell crank levers 202 are

20

comprising cam shoulders 3a (Fig. 17) on arranged to be engaged by the rod 22 and
the bars 3. When any bar 3 descends below thereby moved in the direction to raise the
its normal position (as it does in the carry ribbon. Springsv207 (Fig. 15) assist grav
ing operation), the shoulder 3aL on said bar ity in returning the ribbon-carrying frame

engages a rod 48’ on the swinging frame 48°, to its lower position. It will be seen that
and thus moves said frame back far enough every forward movement of the rod 22 will
25 to bring the detent plate 48" in the path of tend to raise the ribbon into position to

30

upward movement of the pins 46. An at print red. In order that the ribbon shalt be
tempt to obtain a subtotal by pulling the raised only when a total is to be printed, I
handle 27 forward will therefore merely provide means for holding the ribbon-car
bring all of the pins 46 against the plate 4811 rying frame down when an item is to be

90

printed. This means comprises locking

95

without imparting material upward move

ment to any of the bars 3 except the bar or shoulders 208 on the swinging frame 480 ar
bars that were below their normal position. ranged to be engaged by similar shoulders
The rearward movement of the frame 480 209 on the side members 199. When the

also. disengages the latch 174 from the pin swinging frame 48c is in its forward position

150, so that the pinions are thrown out of (as it is when no item is set up on the key
mesh with the racks before the abnormally board), the shoulders 208 are out of the path
low racks rise. In other words, the pinions of the upward movement of the shoulders
are thrown out of mesh and returned into 209, and consequently printing may be done
mesh just as though an item were being in red; but when an item is to be printed, the
40 added. The rearward movement of the frame 480 occupies its rear positlon and the
frame 480 also places?the stud 176 in the shoulders 208 prevent upward movement of
notch 192 of the total lever 180, thereby lock the ribbon-carrying frame, the springs-206
35

85

ing the latter against actuation.

To prevent casual rotation of the pinions
45 while they are out of mesh with the racks, I
provide a bar 193 (Fig. 15) having ?xed
thereto alocking tooth 194 for each pinion.

105

yielding as the rod '22 moves forward.
' ,The ribbon 198 may be fed in any suitable

manner, and, if desired, may have its direc
tion of'feed movement reversed by any pre

ferred means. Herein means is shown
The bar 193 isv ?xed at its ends to two links automatically feeding the ribbon and
195 which are pivoted at 128. Before the reversing its movement when one of
50 pinions are entirely out of mesh with the spools is emptied.
racks, the teeth 194 are moved into engage
The ribbon spools 210 (Figs. 8 and 10)

110

for
for '
the
. .

are
ment with the pinions, said teeth moving removably mounted upon the upper ends' of
forward with the pinions as the latter com vertical shafts 211. To each shaft 211 is
plete their withdrawing movement- When ?xed a ratchet wheel 212. The spool is
55 the pinions return into mesh with the racks, caused to revolve with the shaft by means
the teeth 194 follow the pinions until the of a stud 213 on the spool, which stud is
latter are in mesh with the racks, whereupon adapted to ?t within a 100 214 that fric

115

120

the teeth 194 are moved forward away from

tionally engages the hub o the wheel 212.
Each of the shafts 211 is arranged to be
60 ed to the teeth 194 by means of a roller stud driven by means of a clutch collar 215 (Fig. 125

the pinions. These movements are impart

196 (Fig. 18) on the end of the bar 193, said 7) loosely mounted on the lower portion of
each shaft. To each collar 215 is a?ixed an
The embodiment herein shown of my in; arm 216 which is connected through a link
vention is adapted to print items and totals 217 (Fig. 3) to an arm 218, the latter being
65 in contrasting colors, as, for example, items rigid with the arm 119. Thus the clutch
stud lying in a cam slot 197 in the lever 130.

130

